Mathematics 396 Peer Grading Sheet

Please staple a cover with the contents below to your text homework.

Name of Student:

Name of Peer Reviewer:

Text HW # (fill in)_____________

How many out of the ten assigned problems are completely done? ___
How many out of the ten assigned problems are only attempted? ___

Score in this section:
(2 points for each problem done, 1 point for each problem attempted)
(Max score is 18)

___/18

Special Problem Assessment
• How complete is the solution? (0 if problem is missing, 1 if problem is partially solved, 2 if solution is complete)

• How well is the solution communicated (0 poorly, 1 adequately, 2 very well)?

• How accurate is the solution?
  (0 incorrect, 1 partially correct, 2 minor error made, 3 correct)

• Are there any other comments about this work you would like to leave?

Score this Section _____/7

TOTAL SCORE FOR HW: ____/25